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Personnel Tracker.Net

Improve Communication and Ease the Workload of HR
Personnel Tracker.Net is a Web based personnel
management solution that eases the workload of HR
departments by automating processes, simplifying
personnel management and securing crucial HR data.
Personnel Tracker.Net is easy to access and utilize,
providing a single Web portal for all HR departments to
manage personnel. General users can access Personnel
Tracker.Net as a searchable employee directory, improving
organizational communication.
A role based user interface simpliﬁes the user experience,
as well as securing access to personnel data. General
users can only view a company phone list and calendar,
and can utilize basic HR functions including vacation and change requests.
Managers and administrators have greater access to data and functions within Personnel Tracker.Net. They have full
access to the employee catalog, and can search for personnel by skills, view home addresses, work status and more.
They also have access to tools for personnel management, such as vacation review and approval and org chart
generation. Personnel Tracker.Net also pushes data to the Tracker Data Warehouse, a Web based reporting engine,
which generates reports including Headcounts, Allocation vs. Actual and EEOC.
Personnel Tracker.Net is a base component of
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Tracker.Net, Time Tracker.Net and Purchase
Tracker.Net. Employee roles are set in their personal
proﬁle, which dictates the user interface and tools
they may use. The personal proﬁles also contain
the approval routing conﬁgurations for timesheets,
expense reports and purchase orders, as well as
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spending limits, timesheet formats (weekly, bimonthly, monthly) and minimum/maximum hours.

Experience TrackerSuite.Net Today
Register online at http://www.TrackerSuite.Net/RFI for
immediate access to a TrackerSuite.Net evaluation
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